Mail trucks catching fire

This page is for personal, non-commercial use. According to a MailTrucks. The fires are not the
result of accidents or crashes, but instead have been reported when the trucks are carrying out
normal driving duties. The frequency of the fires has some worrying, but the U. The Grumman's
boxy straight-line design outlines the general U. But recently mail trucks have been seen in the
news in drastically different settings. Around the country, LLVs have been engulfed in flames.
Thus far, the postal service has not found any specific cause of the fires. The Postal Service
hired an engineering firm in to investigate the cause of the fires. When no single reason was
discovered, the agency increased efforts to stick to mandated maintenance schedules and
fine-tune repair and maintenance procedures, according to agency memos. The Postal Service
declined to comment on the potential public safety hazard posed by the fires. It also declined to
say how many fires have occurred. And it declined to comment on whether it has discussed the
fires with Morgan Olson LLC , a successor company to the original manufacturer. Although the
causes are not known, reports have shown that the fires often start in or around the engine bay.
The nose fires can then melt the truck body and eventually burn paper or other unknown
material cargo. For the full report and more photos of burned mail trucks, visit Trucks. We get it.
Ads can be annoying. But ads are also how we keep the garage doors open and the lights on
here at Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If
you'd be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for
that. And thanks for reading Autoblog. Read This. Mail trucks are reportedly catching fire at an
alarming rate More than fires in the past five years. Tony Markovich. Share 0 Comments. News
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disable adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A drop
down menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ
depending on the actual application you have running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were
viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes
a few seconds. You must be logged in to perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled
to experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in
your browser. Please enter a display name. Cancel Change Name. It's based on the Chevrolet S
chassis, and many are powered by General Motors' ancient, underpowered 2. Later trucks got a
2. At a time when we're eulogizing the four-speed transmission, these postal trucks still have
General Motors' three-speed Turbo-Hydramatic transmission. LLV fuel economy sits at an
average of 17 mpg in peak condition according to Environmental Protection Agency stats,
however, ex-mailman Eric Brandt wrote in AutoTrader that the real-world fuel economy is
frequently in the single digits. A newer, more efficient postal truck is severely overdue. Frum
told Vice that they expected to decide on the next postal truck by the end of the year, but that's
also what they said last year. The fact that the USPS is facing an existential budgetary crisis
doesn't help, either. No other corporation or government agency has such a requirement, and
the postal service would have actually turned a profit over the past six years without it, Vice
notes. The postal service is a completely self-funded entity that is meant to completely pay for
itself. Frum declined to comment to Vice as to whether any postal employees were injured in
these fires. That being said, their investigation uncovered just how dedicated your postal
workers are to delivering your mail. Letter carriers mentioned in 26 of the reports actually went
into the trucks while they were on fire to save as much mail as they could so they could
continue their deliveries. So, as you contemplate purchasing one of the unburnt mail trucks that
have made their way onto GovDeals , please consider a sweet drivetrain swap. The trucks' light
weight makes them especially good for the "big engine, small vehicle" route, and we'd love to
see it. When you think of a typical United States Postal Service delivery truck, you're probably
thinking of the Grumman Long Life Vehicle â€” the boxy thing with right-side steering wheels
and driver's seats so letter carriers can more easily access mailboxes. In recent years, however,
hundreds of them caught fire â€” possibly due to age and a budget crisis, according to this new
Vice story. Based on a Chevrolet S truck chassis, they are powered by Pontiac engines and use
three-speed transmissions. They have a 1,pound cargo capacity and roughly a year life
expectancy. The LLVs have been in service since around , with the last deliveries occurring in
The outlet examined the 3,page document in regard to the fires which you can view here ; it's a
PDF that's about megabytes , and found that the two separate engineering firms hired to
determine the cause of the fires were unable to really find a pattern. The fires occurred in hot
and cold climates, at the beginning and ends of shifts, in the battery compartments,
dashboards, and fuel pumps, and in vehicles that had both been recently maintained and were
overdue for a check-up. They occurred on rural routes and city streets all over the country. Over
the last six years, hardly a week went by without a mail truck catching on fire somewhere in the

U. Many days saw multiple fires. The person was "unable to provide information about injuries"
but said that the agency implements mandatory maintenance schedules and preventative
maintenance-inspection procedures for the existing fleet. Vice pointed to a July newsletter from
the National Association of Letter Carriers â€” the union that represents city-delivery letter
carriers employed by the USPS â€” that warned members of the tendency of USPS fleet vehicles
to catch fire as they aged and needed to be replaced. An aging delivery fleet is yet another
problem the USPS faces, in addition to a dwindling budget and pandemic-related health issues.
The Postal Accountability and Enhancement Act, passed in , requires the USPS to calculate and
build a fund for covering pensions and healthcare over the subsequent 75 years. It's not clear if
the USPS's financial emergency is related to its trucks catching on fire, but they certainly
coincide. A presentation from a USPS next-generation delivery-vehicle supplier conference in
shows that the agency planned to deploy the new vehicles starting in January , but Vice
reported that "the USPS has yet to even decide on a vehicle. In December , it had issued
Requests for Proposals and would make a decision after "an evaluation of best value. The
pandemic has disrupted that. Vice noted that even with the fires, 26 investigator reports
observed that letter carriers tried to rescue as much mail as they could from the burning trucks.
We use cookies and other tracking technologies to improve your browsing experience on our
site, show personalized content and targeted ads, analyze site traffic, and understand where our
audiences come from. To learn more or opt-out, read our Cookie Policy. That image has become
common in recent years, though â€” to a shocking degree. Postal Service delivery trucks have
been damaged or destroyed by fires since May That means on average, a USPS delivery truck is
catching fire every five days. Reporter Aaron Gordon broke the story after he and Motherboard
obtained nearly 4, pages of fire investigation report documents through a Freedom of
Information Act request. These LLVs were purchased between and , and each vehicle was
manufactured to last for an average of 24 years, according to a USPS presentation. They
occurred on rural routes and city streets all over the country. If these old trucks are catching
fire with such frequency, why is the USPS still using them? No other federal agency or private
corporation has to meet this lengthy standard, according to the Institute for Policy Studies.
Without the Postal Accountability and Enhancement Act, the USPS would have actually turned a
profit over the past six years â€” and it would have the funds to replace its increasingly
flammable delivery fleet. Start your day with the top stories you missed while you were
sleeping. Cookie banner We use cookies and other tracking technologies to improve your
browsing experience on our site, show personalized content and targeted ads, analyze site
traffic, and understand where our audiences come from. By choosing I Accept , you consent to
our use of cookies and other tracking technologies. Print Subscriptions. Deseret News
homepage. Filed under: U. Postal Service trucks everywhere are catching fire â€” and have
been for years. Share this story Share this on Facebook Share this on Twitter Share All sharing
options Share All sharing options for: Postal Service trucks everywhere are catching fire â€”
and have been for years. Reddit Pocket Email Linkedin. A United States Postal Service delivery
truck. Do you picture it engulfed in flames? Probably not. Next Up In U. Sign up for the
newsletter Morning Edition Start your day with the top stories you missed while you were
sleeping. Email required. By signing up, you agree to our Privacy Notice and European users
agree to the data transfer policy. Loading comments The Latest. What does that even mean? By
Herb Scribner. Share this story Twitter Facebook. We're years away from seeing a new U. Postal
Service truck pull up to our mailboxes, although the still undecided replacement for the year-old
Grumman LLV must at least deliver one promise: not catching on fire. A thorough investigation
by Trucks. Of these, at least a dozen burst into flames this year alone. Most of the fires, such as
one this February at a gas station in Connecticut, have started within the engine compartment
and then engulfed the entire truck, mail included. The U. Postal Service has known about the
issue since at least â€”four years before it opened a bid for the Next Generation Delivery
Vehicle â€”when it issued a bulletin recommending timely maintenance, according to the
National Association of Letter Carriers, the union for USPS delivery employees. In that time,
despite memos from fleet managers and Inspector General reports, the U. Postal Service still
hasn't found a root cause for the fires. The Trucks. Instead, the agency doled out advice in the
form of a basic checklist that any good mechanic would follow. A USPS spokesperson told the
website that "the safety of our employees is a matter of great importance" while refusing to
comment on anything specific related to the fires. Even if these fires were the only known fires
in the LLV's history, the failure rate is so highâ€”roughly , vehicles are in serviceâ€”that it
would have triggered a recall in an ordinary passenger vehicle, as the Trucks. Likely there are
hundreds more that have gone unreported in the media during the LLV's long history. While the
Postal Service technically has to abide by NHTSA safety regulations, it would appear the
government has taken little interest in preventing these deadly accidents. Luckily, within that

five-year period, just one injury was reported. For most mail carriers who drive the LLVs on a
daily basis, the fires aren't unusual, because they are expected. Their vehicles aren't equipped
to handle the heavy loads of packages that now dominate the cargo space. They don't have
airbags or anti-lock brakes. The air conditioning is a metal-caged fan. Their engines guzzle fuel
even by commercial standards. Given that progressâ€”and the many prototypes running across
the country â€”it'll be many more years until a more fire-resistant mail truck arrives on your
block. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. The Best
Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best Minivans and Vans of Best
Station Wagons of At least delivery trucks operated by the U. Postal Service have caught fire
within the past five years, and it's likely there have been more during this truck's plus-year life
span, Trucks. There is no theory as to a cause and no fix in place. You may be able to find the
same content in another format, or you may be able to find more information, at their web site.
Accutire autobarn. Wash Wax ALL amazon. West Leathers Car Seat Covers. West Leathers
amazon. Rust-Oleum amazon. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and
imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find
more information about this and similar content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading
Below. More From News. On April 30, , a United States Post Office letter carrier in Fall River,
Massachusetts, left his truck to do a minute loop by foot to deliver some mail. When he got back
to the truck, the dashboard was on fire. After driving for about 10 miles, the truck lost power
and the engine abruptly shut off. He pulled over, got out of the truck and called his supervisor.
While on the phone, white smoke came out of the truck. The truck burst into flames. Less than
24 hours after that, in Newport News, Virginia, a letter carrier driving her mail truck heard a loud
pop and smoke started to come out of the engine. She turned the truck off and by the time she
got out, a neighborhood resident came running out of their home to tell her the truck was on
fire. All three of those trucks, which were destroyed in fires within a hour period, were the iconic
USPS Long Life Vehicles, or LLVs, featuring right-side driver seats so letter carriers can easily
put mail into mailboxes. Since May , at least LLVs have been damaged or destroyed in fires, or
approximately one every five days, according to documents obtained by Motherboard via a
Freedom of Information Act request. Do you work for the Post Office? Do you know anything
about the LLV fires or other challenges due to the budget crisis? Send an email to the reporter
at aaron. Motherboard reviewed 3, pages of documents regarding the LLV fires. The vast
majority of those documents were investigation reports conducted by two different engineering
firms that USPS hired to identify the cause of the fires. Kim Frum, a USPS spokesperson, said
she was "unable to provide information" about whether or not there were injuries as a result of
any fires. In cases, the trucks were so thoroughly destroyed that the investigators were unable
to identify a probable fire cause. Of the remaining fires where investigators could identify a
likely cause, the only pattern was that there was no pattern. The fires occurred in hot and cold
climates, at the beginning and ends of shifts, in the battery compartments, dashboards, and fuel
pumps, and in vehicles that had both been recently maintained and were overdue for a
check-up. They occurred on rural routes and city streets all over the country. Although one
engineering report found occasional lax maintenance practices that may have resulted in an
increase in the number of fires, the most likely explanation for the fires is that the trucks are
simply too old and are deteriorating on the road. The LLVs were purchased between and and
manufactured by Northrop Grumman to last for approximately 24 years on average, according
to a USPS presentation. That means the LLVs still in service range from 26 to 33 years old, well
past their useful lives. As of , about , LLVs were still in service. As far back as , the Post Office
and the National Association of Letter Carriers, the union that represents city delivery letter
carriers, connected the increased LLV fires to the vehicle age. These warnings, if heeded, had
little effect on the number of fires, which have hovered around 70 per year since Source: data
tabulated by Motherboard from documents obtained via Freedom of Information Act request.
Chart made by Hunter French. Over the last six years, hardly a week went by without a mail
truck catching on fire somewhere in the U. Many days saw multiple fires. The desperate need to
replace these decrepit vehicles has coincided with a manufactured budget crisis for the Post
Office. Thanks to a law passed in called the The Postal Accountability and Enhancement Act,
the USPS has to set aside tens of billions of dollars to pay for the health care of its current and
future workforce. Partly as a result, it has been billions in the red and, exacerbated by the
pandemic financial crisis, is facing financial ruin by next year unless Congress intervenes.
Starting in , it put together a plan to replace the LLVs, first with a 25,vehicle purchase to replace
the oldest trucks, followed by a larger purchase to gradually phase out the entire fleet starting
in with a next generation vehicle. According to the aforementioned presentation to potential
suppliers of the new vehicles, the USPS had expected to begin receiving the next generation
vehicles in January However, the USPS has yet to even decide on a vehicle. Frum said they

expect to do so by the end of the year. Despite these trying circumstances, at least some letter
carriers demonstrated a remarkable dedication to making sure their mail gets delivered. Most of
the investigations included interviews with the letter carriers driving the trucks and a short
narrative of what they witnessed. Twenty-six of the reports mention the letter carriers went into
the burning trucks to save as much mail as they could. The 3, pages of fire investigation reports
can be viewed here. Note: the PDF is about mb. Correction: an earlier version of this article
referenced a year health care prefunding obligation over a year period. This was inaccurate. By
signing up to the VICE newsletter you agree to receive electronic communications from VICE
that may sometimes include advertisements or sponsored content. Sign In Create Account.
Collage by Hunter French. Hundreds of the iconic Post Office delivery trucks have caught on
fire in recent years, thanks to a year-old fleet and a manufactured budget crisis. July 7, , pm.
Aaron Gordon. United States Postal Service mail trucks are catching fire at an alarming rate and
nobody is quite sure why. The United States Postal Service is looking to replace their current
fleet of mail delivery trucks. According to a report from Trucks. The fires are not the result of
accidents, crashes, or otherwise bad behavior. They all catch fire during the normal course of
delivering the daily mail. Despite a large number of fires, the USPS continues to use these
vehicles. Age is at least a likely factor. The Grumman LLV was first designed and produced in
and has already seen its year service life extended an additional 6 years. The chassis,
suspension, and internal instruments are based on a Chevy Blazer, while the engine is a 2. An
investigation into the fires took place in , with no single reason being put forward for the fires.
Increased maintenance and repairs were put in place, but to no avail. Fires still often started in
the engine compartment and then engulfed the rest of the vehicle due to the presence of easily
combustible paper products. The poor fuel economy and fire risk have added some additional
impetus for the USPS to find a replacement. Five companies have offered a prototype
replacement to the USPS which all feature varying degrees of hybrid or electrified powertrains.
The trial period wrapped up in February , with the USPS expected to make a decision on a
multi-million dollar production contract to shortly. Sean grew up with a Lamborghini Diablo
poster on his wall. He didn't understand what that car actually was until he graduated from
university, which was a considerable time later. These days he'd prefer a McLaren S, but still
respects the Lamborghini for its insanity. Now he scours the internet looking for the most
utterly ridiculous stories about cars and pickup trucks with more horsepower than sense.
Occasionally he discusses the important stuff like what Ford, GM, and FCA are planning for the
future, but it's not nearly as entertaining. And then there was the time he wrote about the garden
shed with hp. Ah, good times. You can find Sean on Twitter seanmurray or by email at Sean. M
HotCars. By Sean Murray Published May 16, Share Share Tweet Email Comment. Related Topics
Motor Hub. Twenty-six of the U. That makes since If the mail truck were a vehicle model that
consumers purchased from a dealer, the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration would
have long ago launched an investigation and issued a recall. But neither the NHTSA nor auto
safety groups are addressing this safety issue with the same attention they would if fires were
burning up Ford pickup trucks or Toyota sedans. In a statement to Trucks. Although it is a
frequent target for criticism, the Postal Service does a good job delivering mail and parcels at a
decent pace. But the USPS is glacial when it comes to tackling its problems and adopting new
technology. The Grumman LLV proves this point. Manufactured from through , the trucks
should have been replaced a decade ago. The vehicle is a custom body manufactured by
Grumman mounted on a Chevrolet truck chassis the automaker stopped making ages ago. They
make up about 62 percent of its fleet. The agency plans to replace them with new trucks and has
tested multiple prototypes from five teams. But it keeps delaying a decision on what vehicles to
purchase. The Postal Service also told Trucks. The e-commerce giant decided earlier this year
that it wanted a green delivery fleet. Amazon announced in September that it would purchase ,
Rivian electric delivery vans trucks that will start service as early as The giant retailer plans to
have 10, of the new electric vehicles on the road as early as The rest of the trucks will go into
service as Rivian delivers them. Amazon has said it will purchase , Rivian electric delivery vans.
Keep in mind that Rivian is a startup. It will base the vans on the electric pickup truck
architecture that it has prototyped and plans to sell as a consumer vehicle. But the giant
Amazon order, as well as significant investments in Rivian by the retailer and by Ford Motor Co.
If Amazon can get an advanced technology delivery van into service in just a couple of years,
the Postal Service should be able to do the same in no more than three or four years. Mail
trucks burning up, destroying mail and threatening injury and property damage should be
enough incentive. The Postal Service should also take a look at what happens when
organizations doddle with safety improvements. The utility failed to upgrade its wires and
equipment so that it could control sparking during periods of hot, windy and dry weather. One
of its transmission lines is suspected of sparking a wildfire that killed 85 people in Imagine what

would happen to the Postal Service if one of its aging LLVs caught fire while on a mail route in
hilly California under similar weather conditions. Such a fire could burn tens of thousands of
acres, destroy homes and other buildings and kill people. Already nearly of its trucks have
burned. The problem is well documented. Just think what a jury might do in the penalty phase
of a civil trial. A mail truck burns near a wooded area in Somers, N. Photo: Jonathan Jusino. But
so far, it has not done so. People who drive for fleets, such as letter carriers, rarely file
complaints about their vehicles with the government. Or employees fear complaints will
endanger their employment. They can do so here. They should also contact the Center for Auto
Safety. That will produce the data need to force federal safety officials and the Postal Service to
act. Use the comments section to cite yours. Qualified opinion leaders are welcome to offer
suggestions for opinion columns. Contact info trucks. Yeah at a Post Office in Mi. The
postmaster wanted to take our first-aid box away. They were worried about the ointments
expiring and they would get sued. What a joke and care nothing about the fires,nor the heat
these trucks put out in the summer. They send us messages on our scanner to take in more
water or go somewhere to cool off. Then you get in trouble for taking an extra break. That a sad
company they areâ€¦. You come back a little later and you get hell for itâ€¦such hypocrites!!!!
The vulture capitalists have wanted to privatize the US Post Office for years as they would gain
a monopoly and be able to sell off thousands of valuable post office properties across the
country. A few people would make billions in unearned profits as with Sears more recently while
the costs for customers would go up and service levels would go down. Look at the phone and
internet service in the heavily monopolized US market where we pay the highest prices in the
industrialized world and in return we have the very worst service. Or consider how expensive
but wholly inadequate our privatized healthcare service is in the US where we have 4. The myth
is that private companies can outperform the government and that has never been true if one
simply looks at the facts. That freaking post office needs a major revamp starting from the top
down, the a. Do you drive something built 33 years ago as a daily driver? The vast majority of
them are from thru Almost all of them need to be rewired, need new frames and new fuel
systems. The front leaks like a sieve when it rains and the water runs down over the fuse panel,
so no real mystery why they burn. At some point the prudent action is to replace old, outdated
vehicles and equipment. The only safety device they have is a seatbelt, none of the modern
advancements that have greatly enhanced motor vehicle safety. Postal Service could care less
about their employees, I know, I work for them and I am a letter carrier. These trucks have a lot
of things wrong with them and myrtle beach post office currently has no mechanic to fix any of
the problems, just a contract guy over 70 who barely fixes any problems. I work for usps. I
understand getting new tricks take time and money. Just wondering. The billionaires want to
strangle the USPS and force its privatization. After the Amazon issues with regard to its
handling of the pandemic how can anyone think for a second that privatization would be good
for workers? Along with the fires, my employees are being poisoned by carbon monoxideâ€¦.
Fires are nothing compared to how unsafe they were when they were brand new, let alone now
over 25 years old. I bet the Pinto was a safer vehicle than these. Is there a cause, official or
otherwise for the fires? From the ones I have witnessed in my area, it starts under hood.
Electrical, the wires protective coating possibly deteriorated and crossed, causing a spark. As
an USPS employee we were given a safety talk that addressed this point. It was mentioned that
are Vehicles do not catch fire as often as one driven by the public. I called BS and was quickly
told I was out of line. The other wildcard is Congress. They can, have, and will again, come for
any surpluses in USPS funds. Congress can also impose another crazy requirement such as the
funding of medical and retirement benefits for employees not yet born. All they care about is
getting the mail out and how long is it gonna take us to get back in the office. If a truck catches
on fire while working, they would probably just find you another truck. And you better be back
in this office before 6pm! Do you want mail service to just halt for the next 5 years while they
roll out a new fleet? Fuck off. Here we have an example of the problem. This guy shows the
typical attitude from management. A truck caught fire here in Florida and when the carrier called
in, the supervisor was more concerned with them getting the Amazon packages it was a Sunday
out of the truck than the carriers safety. Being a newer employee the carrier attempted to
retrieve the packages and then had to be hospitalized for smoke inhalation. My truck leaks
almost as though there is no front window when it rains. It has been written up for this issue
multiple times, but the windshield still has not been replaced. I too, work at the PO in Colorado.
They constantly stall, spit and sputter and then you smell the fuel. What a joke. Overworked,
under paid and treated like crap. SEE YA! Delivering mail is a lot of stop-and-go, a lot of idling,
and a lot of putting around. That builds up a lot of carbon in the exhaust. When it builds up
enough, it can catch fire and burn quite violently. A solution would be to make sure all the
trucks get a little highway time every week to burn out those deposits before they become a

problem. Do this by either switching up delivery routes, bad idea making drivers learn extra
routes , or having drivers use a different vehicle once a week, while the poor out of town guys
gotta drive a different truck every day so all the trucks get rotated through a little highway time.
There are probably other solutions as well. I requested the brakes be fixed and requested they
be fixed properly. Now I no longer have a job. USPS took vehicles that run a few minutes a day
and placed them on rural routes where they run several hours continuious and they wonder why
they are burning. Is this really rockret science. Is this burning due to the truck engines or due to
lithium batteries in the mail carried on board? I was involved in a llv fire incident about 5 years
ago. The vehicle was a complete loss. They brought in a outside company who investigated the
accident. There was never a internal investigation. The gentleman said he was going around the
country investigating these fires. I am so thankful that I am alive due to a customer warning. The
flames were underneath the vehicle and I could not see any smoke. Never found out why it
caught on fire. I moved to a different route where I drive a promaster now. Typical government
organization. You need to replace some of your fleet on an annual basis. As a former carrier,
vehicle maint tech, and now veh maint manager, I can attest to the challenge of maintaining a
30yr old fleet. Yes, the vehicles are hot; nothing new there. I carried mail for 8yrs and worked on
them as a tech for 3yrs in FL. The Jeeps before them were also hotâ€¦. The vehicles in my area
are maintained well. Yes, breakdowns happen. New vehicles under warranty sometimes fail too.
We do care and we are striving to keep the fleet as reliable and safe as possible. The fires are
investigated by an outside firm bc USPS truly does want a handle on this. One where
transmission fluid leaked on a catalytic converter that ignited, one fuel, and one electrical
wiring. All we can do is maintain them as best as possible. Developing a next-gen vehicle is
challenging and expensive. It will take years to roll out LLVs spanned 8yrs. No doubt Amazon
has impressive resources. A full electric USPS fleet would require new infrastructure at s of
post offices; not likely feasible. Promasters, Tradesmans, new yard sp
jaguar s type electrical problems
2010 ford f250
nissan pathfinder 2010 interior
otters, ton box trucks, tractors, 2-tons, maint vehicles, etc. Conveniently overlooked though in
the majority of these postsâ€¦. This article states that Amazon knows about delivery. Maybe
they know a good deal when they see it. This article also states that Amazon will have a fleet of
electric vans in a few years. Home Editor's Picks. October 21, by Jerry Hirsch , Jerryhirsch. This
mail truck caught fire next to gas pumps Feb. National labor union for letter carriers issues a
new warning about the increasing threat of mail truck fires in aging fleet tagged for replacement
by Postal Service. In order to file a complaint one must enter the VIN. Anything that makes
sense, the post office will do the exact opposite. This right here. They are deliberately trying to
kill the post office, so they can privatize it. Is this really rockret science Reply. If it was it would
have gone belly up a long time ago. Leave a Comment Cancel Reply Your email address will not
be published. Adventures News.

